SHORTLAND WATERS GOLF CLUB
LADY MEMBERS
Tuesday Competitions
Generally, the draw for Tuesday competitions will be entered onto the Member’s portal by
the Lady Captain. Each player should enter on the paper timesheets located on the bench in
the Ladies room. These sheets are available at least two weeks prior to the game. Simply
write your name and handicap in your correct division or as per the timesheet instruction,
as there are different timesheets dependent on the type of competition, for example a team
event. There may be weeks where entry is done by the player themselves on the Member’s
portal. You will be advised in advance if this is the case. If you do not have access to the
Member’s portal via an electronic device, you can access this via the computer located near
the Club’s main bar, where result cards are entered.

Eclectic Competition
Throughout the competition year you can record your best score on each hole using your
eclectic card. Eclectic cards are put out every Tuesday and are under the cupboard in the
Ladies room for any other day with instructions on top of the box. Eclectics can only be
recorded by playing in an individual 18 hole competition. Eclectic cards must be signed by
another player.

Birdie Competition
A birdie is when you have one stroke less than the par on a hole eg Par 4 a birdie is 3 shots.
Circle the number of shots on the birdie hole on your eclectic card so number of birdies can
be counted at the end of the season.

Gobbler Competition
When your ball goes in the hole from anywhere off the green. Fill in your gobbler in the
appropriate space on your eclectic card. Also circle the number on your scorecard and put a
G next to it.
The person with the highest number of Birdies and Gobblers in each Division wins a prize at
the end of the competition year.

Monthly Medals
Each month during the ladies competition year the Nett winner receives the Monthly Medal
and the Scratch winner receives a ball. Only players who complete a score on all 18 holes
are eligible for the Monthly Medal.

